
Experience the Healing Voice of Dr. Kenneth Fine aka Kenny Davin Fine  
A ‘Physician-Musician on a Mission’ 
 

Dr. Kenneth Fine is an academic medical doctor, board certified in 

internal medicine and gastroenterology, and internationally recognized for 

his nutritional research and scientific publications (intestinalhealth.org/CV). 

He has been professionally involved in patient care, medical research, 

teaching, directing clinical laboratories, nutritional pioneering, and public 

health for over 25 years. Having been a professor his entire working life, 

in the year 2000, he converted his successful academic medical career into 

a public service enterprise to foster his professional passions for teaching 

and helping people. It was then that he founded, and he still directs 

EnteroLab.com clinical reference laboratory and the non-profit Intestinal 

Health Institute in Dallas, Texas (www.intestinalhealth.org), where he has 

furthered his ground-breaking research and offers diagnostic laboratory 

tests for intestinal disorders, and gluten and other food sensitivities.  

 

 

 

In his musical persona, Kenny Davin Fine is a passionate singer-

songwriter, guitar-harmonica player, and spiritual journeyman 

who entertains, educates, and enlightens with his original, 

professionally-recorded music. Combining lyrical mastery, vocal 

smoothness, and the musical sounds of classic rock, country rock, 

and blues, Kenny has created a sound noteworthy for both its ear 

friendliness and its spirit-touching quality. His current music 

release recorded in Memphis, TN called “Memphis Rising” 

consists of what he calls “Rock ‘n Blues… For Goodness’ Sake!” 

 

Along with his achievements as a musician and prolific 

tunesmith, the good doctor is also a wonderful performer. He 

showcases his “Healing Voice” in both his live musical shows 

and his awe-inspiring lectures. He is the country's only 
"Physician-Musician on a Mission" (www.kennydavinfine.com).  

 

Travelling the country “Speaking and Singing for Your 

Health, Happiness, and Hope” is his mission. As such, 

Fine uses the stage not only to educate the public about 

his scientific breakthroughs or the importance of proper 

diet and nutrition for overall health, but also shares his 

philosophies on physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual 

well-being in what he calls “The Higher Truth of Health.” 

His trademark “musical lecture” is truly Singing for 

Healing! It’s a unique combination of original wisdom 

and music imparting what he acronymizes as GLITCH 

(goodness, love, inspiration, truth, creativity, and healing) 

with the perfect balance of information and the healing 

power of music. 

As child-friendly "Dr. Ken the Produce Man", Dr. Fine 

has authored a multimedia musical children's health and 

nutritional program called "Get on a Mission of Nutrition" 

(GOAMON.org) to address childhood obesity, and impart 

overall health, and positive attitude and values in kids. 

   

 

 



More on the Healing Voice 
For as long as there have been healers, sound and song have played a role in the art of healing. Ancient 

medicine men/women and shaman used rattles, drums, and non-melodic chanting in the most primordial 

applications. Vocal melodic chanting and song eventually found their way into both spiritual and healing 

institutions, their presence having been noted for as long as human civilization has kept records. 

 

Recently, there has been a re-emergence of sound healing techniques, commonly employing pure vibrational 

tones such as those generated by pitch forks or striking crystal bowls. Additionally, however, the human voice, 

with or without musical instrumentation, also has found its place as a formal healing modality in the modern 

medical environment; individuals utilizing vocal or non-vocal music in this way are usually called therapeutic 

musicians or sometimes certified music practitioners. A harpist playing a harp in a hospice facility or at the 

bedside in a bone marrow transplant unit would be an example of this practice. As a high-minded, medical 

visionary, Kenny Davin Fine, M.D., is looking to revolutionize and re-expand music’s therapeutic application, 

utilizing his healing voice and message as yet another of his many professional avenues directed at public 

health, happiness, and hope. 

 

Via his pedigree, Kenny is connected to an ancient tradition of sacred vocal practice – he has carried on the 

tradition of the long line of synagogue Cantors having existed on both sides of his family. Realizing that his 

voice singing his original songs in concerts and/or musical lectures is as sacred and healing as his voice 

Cantoring (same person, same voice), Kenny has matriculated the spiritual energy of the timeless with a more 

modern message and sound for his musical healing message. 

 

At the precocious age of 17, Kenny Davin Fine entered medical school out of high school. Since that time, he 

has been a healer and a leader in all walks of his life, inspiring creativity, goodness, love and health in all he 

meets and serves. It only makes sense then that his passionate pursuit of public singing, first as a synagogue 

Cantor and then as a singer-songwriter, would also be motivated by his core healing qualities. Learning from 

studying Kabbalah that the roots of creativity and healing are one in the same, Kenny, a self-described 
“Physician Musician on a Mission”, has combined the Spirit of creation with the healing sound of his voice and 

music, and has set them on a grass roots path to heal himself, help heal the planet, and help heal you! 
 

 

        



Kenny Davin Fine - Inspiring and Spreading Goodness - One Song at a Time The 
Circle of Life -  A Musical Journey to Goodness… For Goodness’ Sake! 
 

Psalms 34:15  Turn from evil and do Good, seek amity and pursue it. 

"Goodness is the only investment that never fails" ~ HD Thoreau 
 
"Be the Circle" is a creative public service outreach founded by 

physician-musician Kenny Davin Fine for the purpose of inspiring 

and spreading Goodness… for Goodness’ sake! Inspired by the lyrics 

“The Circle of Life… There’s No Time to Waste” from his original 

song released in 2010 on his “All is One” Indie music CD, and a 

desire to pave a path for his “healing voice” to reach more people, 

Fine hopes to lead more people to a purposeful and successful life for 

the greater good, utilizing his music and what he calls “Eleven Points 
of Light”. As can be seen in the figure there are five points within 

bringing six points of Goodness out. His mission of public service 

has always been to serve “For Your Health, Happiness and Hope!” 

“Be the Circle” adds a new dimension to his unique brand of service.  

 

 
  
It is Dr. Fine’s belief that we should exist in this world in a service 

mode to others for several reasons: to do G-d’s bidding for a more 

successful purposeful life; for the purpose of healing ourselves and 

each other; to be the hands of creation for G-d; and ultimately to 

help bring our current earthly existence to its next higher plane of 

evolution. Service work, according to Dr. Fine, can be seen as 

“Love in Action”. In order to shun the evil that exists in this 

world, we must, as the Psalms tell us, Do Good! “My service work 

is in the name of G-d and Goodness, to help bring people to the 

Goodness of G-d, and to serve people with my G-d given talent 

and creativity..., all ‘For Goodness’ Sake’. In this regard, it is my 

mission to share and inspire a GLITCH (goodness/gratitude, love, 

inspiration, truth, creativity, and healing) in as many lives as is 

possible, and to recruit other Spiritual Warriors to help in this fight 

for Goodness.” Kenny is asking all of us to “Be the Circle”! 

 

The catch phrases Dr. Fine applies to this 

new phase of his mission are: 

  

1. If there is a Circle of Life, and there’s 

No Time to Waste, then Be the Circle!    

2. Lend a helping hand  

3. I got your back (help and support those 

in need according to the Golden Rule)      

4. Pay it forward 

5.What goes around comes around 

 

 

  



 
 

Websites: 

www.sixsos.com 

www.enterolab.com 

www.intestinalhealth.org 

www.kennydavinfine.com 

www.bethecircle.org 

www.theorganicalternative.com  

www.getonamissionofnutrition.org 

www.finerhealth.com  

 

Contact information: 

Mailing Address: 

Kenny Davin Fine 

10875 Plano Rd. 

Suite 123 

Dallas, TX 75238 

 

Email address: contact@kennydavinfine.com 

Phone: 972-686-6869 



Media Anthology of Kenny Davin Fine 
 

     
 

     
 

 

            


